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Linux shell scripting tutorial for beginners pdf

Information Last updated: 03 November 2020 Shell Scripting is an open source computer program designed to run a unix/Linux shell. Shell Scripting is a program that writes a script interface to run. It can combine long and repetitive scripts into a specific and simple script that can be saved and executed at any time, reducing programming efforts. This Shell Scripting tutorial helps you learn the basics of
Linux/Unix shell scripts program advanced concepts shell scripting. This Shell Script tutorial is designed for beginners and professionals who want to learn What is Shell Scripting? Operation of interface scripts, interface types, and more. Shell is a UNIX term for an interface between a user and an operating system service. Shell provides users with a user interface and accepts human readable commands
to the system and executes those commands that can be executed automatically and provide program output in the script. The use is made of many components, but its two main components are - shell program A kernel components are at the core of the computer. It enables communication between hardware and software. Although the core is the inning part of the operating system, the shell is the most
erf. The shell of the Linux operating system feeds from you in the form of commands, processes it, and then gives you the printout. It is an interface through which the user works in programs, commands and scripts. The interface is accessible by the terminal that uses it. When you run the end, the interface provides a command line (usually $) where you can enter a feed to run when you press Enter. The
output or result is then displayed on the connector. Shell wraps itself around the sensitive interior of the operating system and accidentally protects it from accidental damage. Hence the name Shell. This Unix/Linux Shell Script tutorial helps you understand the basics of shell scripts to an advanced level. In this Shell Script tutorial, you will learn – Click here if the video is not available Shell types on Linux
have two main shells: 1. Bourne Shell: The prompt for this shell is $and its derivatives are listed below: the POSIX shell is also known as sh Korn Shell also known as sh Bourne Again SHell is also known as bash (most popular) 2. C-shell: The prompt for this shell is %, and its subcate ratings are: the C shell is also known as csh Tops C shell is also known as tcsh We discuss shell scripts based on bash
bark in this tutorial. Interface scripts are written using text editors. On the Linux system, open the text editor program, open a new file to start writing an interface script or interface programming, then give the shell permission to run the shell script and place the script where the shell will find it. Let us understand the steps in creating a shell script: file with vi editor (or other editor). Name script file with
extension .sh Start With #! /bin/sh Enter code. Saving a script file filename.sh the script type bash filename.sh #! execution is an operator named shebang that redirects the script interpreter to the location. So, if we use#! The /bin/sh manuscript is directed to the bourne shell. Creating a small script - #!/bin/sh ls Let's take a look at the steps to create Shell Script Programs on Linux/Unix – Steps to create
Shell Script on Linux/Unix command 'ls' run when we run scrip sample.sh file. Interface comments Commenting is important in any program. In Shell programming, the syntax of adding a comment is #comment Anna understands this by example. What are interface variables? As mentioned earlier, variables store data in characters and numbers. Similarly, Shell variables are used to store data and can only
be used by interface. For example, the following creates an interface variable and prints it: variable =Hello echo $variableBelow is a small script that uses a variable. #!/bin/sh echo what is your name? read the name echo How are you, $name? read the note echo I too $remark! We understand the steps to create and run the script As you can see, the program chose the variable 'name' as Joy and 'remark'
as excellent. This is a simple manuscript. You can develop advanced scripts that contain conditional statements, loops, and functions. Shell scripts make your life easy and Linux management easy. Summary: The kernel is the core of operating systems, and it communicates between hardware and software Shell is a program that interprets user commands through CLI, as terminal Bourne shell and C-shell
are the most used shells in Linux Linux Shell scripts, writing a series of commands to perform shell variables saves a string or number envelope to read Shell scripts on Linux can help you create complex programs that include conditional sentences, loops and functions Basic shell scripts on Linux: cat, more, less, head, tail, mkdir, cp, mv, rm, touch, grep, sort, toilet, cut and more. The default Linux
command language is the Bash script. We have to run many commands on Linux every day for many purposes. These daily tasks can be automated using the bash script. Any user can learn this scripting language very easily and quickly. If you are new to bash programming, this tutorial is for you. Content: Comments Adding comments with code is an essential part of any programming language.
Comments are not structured when you run with a script. Narrator understands any code correctly if the code is well commented on. There are many ways to add a comment to a bash script. This section shows you how to add single- and multi-line comments to a bash script. Create a bash file with the following so you know how to use the bash comment. Here, the # symbol is used to insert a one-line
comment and one-time quote (') (') ':' is used to add multiline comments. bash_comment.sh #!/bin/bash #Take number as input echo Enter number belongs to a: ' Check, that the input number is less than 10 or greater than 10 or equal to 10 ' if [[ $a -lt 10 ]] then echo The number is less than 10 elif [[$a -gt 10 ]] and then the echo Number is greater than 10 other echoEs The number is the same as 10 en
Output: Run the script. Here, the script runs three times with input values of 3, 10, and 90. The following printout appears. If you want to know more about bash commentary, you can check out this tutorial. Go to the header command 'echo' command will be used in the bash to print print to the output. Different options can be used with the echo command at the bash to print print in different ways. Create a
bash file with the following script so that you know the two simple uses of the echo command. Here, the first echo command prints simple text data in a new line, and the second echo command prints simple text without a new line. echo_test.sh #!/bin/bash #Print the first text Print text in a new line #Print second text echo -n Print text without new line Output: Run script. The following printout appears after
you run the command above. The bash has many other uses of echo command. You can check this tutorial to learn more about echo command. Go to the variable definition of top variables Variable definition is an indispensable part of any programming language. Bash variables can be reported in different ways. When a value is specified in a variable, no symbol is used at the beginning of the variable.
The '$' symbol is used with the variable name when reading the variable value. The variable can be used from a terminal or in any bash script. The following commands specify a string variable named mystr with a specific value, and then print the value of the variable on the end. $ mystr =I like bash programming $echo $mystr Output: Create a bash file with the following script. Here are two variables.
These are $a $b. If the $a stored in the $b is printed the message Numbers are equal, otherwise the numbers are not equal. var.sh #!/bin/bash echo Type a number read b=100 if [[$a -eq $b ]] and echo Numbers are equal other echo Numbers are not equal fi Output: Run script. The command above runs twice with values of 56 and 100. The following printout appears. If you want to know more about bash
variables, you can check this tutorial. Go to conditional top phrases Like another programming language, you can use a conditional phrase at the bash. If-then-else and case phrases are mainly used to implement condition phrases in any programming language. Using a conditional statement if clause appears in this section of this tutorial. Create a bash file with the following script, a conditional statement is
used. Here, two. Two. is taken from the user as a feed and stored in the $code of variables, $age. if used, the value $age is at least 18 and $code 1100. If both conditions are met, the message will be printed You are entitled to see the movie, otherwise you are not entitled to see the movie. cond.sh #!/bin/bash echo Enter your code read code echo Let your age read age if [[ $age -ge 18 &amp;&amp;$code
-eq '1100' ]] then echo You are entitled to see the rest of the movie echo You are not entitled to see the movie fi Output: Run the script. The following output appears when different input values are taken. 1100 is given in code and 5 is given at the age of the first execution and if the condition returns a value of untrue for these values. 1100 is given in code and 45 is given as the age of the second execution,
which returns true if the condition is true. If you want to know more about bash conditional statement, you can check this tutorial. Move to the top loop When some parts of the script have to run multiple times, the loop is used to complete the task. Bash supports three types of loops, as do other languages. These are loops and until loops. Based on programming requirements, a specific loop is used in the
script. The uses of these three types of loops appear in this section using simple examples. For a loop, use the Create Bash file with the following script that uses the for loop for iteration. the for loop is mainly used to iter the data list or matrix. A list of the day of the week name is used here, and each day of the week name is iterated using a loop. The If statement is used to print a specific message based
on the name of the day of the week. for.sh #Read the name of the day of the week in each iteration of the loop for a day on a Monday Wednesday Wednesday Friday Saturday Sunday tea #Check weekday name is Monday or Thursday if [[ $day == 'Monday' || $day == 'Thursday'] then echo Meeting $day at 9.30 am #Check the weekday name is Tuesday, Wednesday or Friday elif [[ $day == 'Tuesday' ||
$day == 'Wednesday' || $day == 'Friday'] and the echo then Training on $day at 11:00 am else #Print 'Holiday' for other days echo $day is Holiday fi done Output: Run the script. The following printout appears after you run the script. If you want to know more about the used bash loop, you can check out this tutorial. Use a loop Create a bash file with the following script that uses the 'while' loop for iteration.
This manuscript prints numbers 1-20, which are flat and shareable by 5. In this $counter is used to control loop iteration and the value of this variable is increased by 1 for each iteration. When the if condition returns to true, it prints the $counter. #!/bin/bash #Print message echo Print numbers that are flat and shareable 5 #Initialize counter=1 #Iterate loop until the $counter value is less than or equal to 20 [
$counter -le 20 ] do #Check $counter is disadainful 2 and 5, if [[$counter%2 -eq 0 &amp;&amp; $counter%5 -eq 0 ]] then #Print $counter without the echo of the new line $counter fi #Increment $counter by 1 ((counter++)) made FinishEd Output: 1-20: Inside there are only numbers that are flat and reddigestable by 5. The following printout appears after you run the script. If you want to know more about the
used bash 'while' loop, you can check out this tutorial. Until the loop, use the Create Bash file with the following script, where the until loop is used for iteration. This script prints all odd numbers from 0 to 20. $n variable is used in this script to iterate the loop. until.sh #!/bin/bash #Initialize variable, n n=20 #Repeat loop until the value $n is greater than 0 until [ $n -lt 0 ] #Check is n #Check odd if [[$n%2 -gt 0 ]]
then echoes $n en #Increment value n 1 ((n=$n-1)) Output: Run script. The manuscript prints all the flat numbers from 20 to 1. The following printout appears after you run the script. Go to Top Functions When you need to run a block of code multiple times in a script, the function is used to complete a task. The function must be called by name only when the script specified in the function must run multiple
times instead of adding the same script multiple times. The first bracket start and end bracket is used with the function name to indicate the function in the bash script. The action can only be called an action name at the bash. Bash does not support function argument like another standard programming language. But the value can be transferred to bash action in a different way than in this section. The
value can be returned from the function by using a return calculation or without using a return statement. Create a bash file with the following script so that you know how to set up and call actions in a bash script. The script has three functions defined. The first function is reported to print a simple message, Bash Programming for beginner. The second function is configured to specify a string value
$return_str that prints Learn bash programming with LinuxHint after calling the function. The third function is reported to read the argument value as a circular radius given when the function is called. Uses local argument value reading. This function calculates a circle based on the radial value of the range by using the formula πr2 and printing the value of the calculated range. func.sh #!/bin/bash #Declare
simple function function print_message() { echo Bash programming for beginner } #Declare function for string value function ret_strdata() { variable, with string value #Initialize return_str=Learn bash programming using LinuxHin } #Declare argument value functions calculate_area() { #Read passed argument value local radius=$1 area=$(echo $radius*$radius*3.14 | bc) #Print range Region Region $area
circle print_message #Call #Call } for a function that prints a simple message from a function that specifies a string value in variable ret_strdata #Print variable echo value $return_str #Read radial value Echo Enter a radial value read radi #Call function with a radius value calculate_area $rad Output: Run the script. The following printout appears after you run the script. The first two rows are printed by
calling functions print_message() and ret_strdata(). The last line is printed by calling a function that calculate_area() the value of the intake ray. If you want to know about how to recover string from bash function, you can use this tutorial. Go to top calling programs in the script You can use a wide variety of commands to call other programs in any bash script, such as source, bash, eval, exec, etc. For
example, let'add.sh, subtract.sh, multiply.sh, and division.sh created to perform insertion, subtraction, multiplication, and sharing. This subtract.sh division.sh command-line arguments. All four files are scripted below. add.sh #!/bin/bash a=60 b=40 ((result=$a+$b)) echo The addition of $a+$b=$result subract.sh #!/bin/bash a=$1 b=$2 ((result=$a-$b)) echo The subtraction of $a-$b=$result multiply.sh#!/$b))
/bash ((result=$1*$2)) echo The multiplication of $1 and $2 is $result divide.sh #!/bin/bash a=$1 b=2 ((result=$a/$b)) echo The division of $a by $b is $result Create a bash file named, callpro.sh with the following script to call the mentioned bash files using source, source, bash, eval and exec commands. You must set execute permissions on the four files listed above before running the next script. The
Source command is used to add.sh a device. The Bash command is used to subtract.sh the system. The eval command is used to multiply.sh the system. Two input values are sent as a command-line argument for the eval command. The last command is an exec command that works only with an absolute path. To do this, the path name divide.sh this file is provided in the script. callpro.sh #!/bin/bash
script1=add.sh script2=subtract.sh script3=multiply.sh script4=/home/fahmida/code/divide.sh source $script $a $b 1 bash $script 2 50 20 echo Enter a read echo Write value b read b eval bash $script 3 $a $b exec $script 4 30 Output: Run script. The following printout appears after you run the script. Go to creating top menus in Bash is a useful command to create a simple menu called the 'select'
command. You can use this command to create different menus. This command is used to create a specific list of data. Create a bash file with the following code to see the use of select to create a menu. In this example, a list of five items is printed as a menu and prompts the user to select any language from the list. The selected value is stored in a variable that $language later in connection with other The
script continuously prompts you to select a language until the user presses 6 to end the script. menu.sh #!/bin/bash #Print message to user echo Select your favorite language # Set menu home selection language list C# Java PHP Python Bash Exit do #Print selected value if [[ $language == Exit ]] and then end 0 other echoEs Selected language $language en done Print: Run script. According to the
following printout, for the first time, the user pressed php for the first time and weighed 6 for the second time, which ended with a script. If you want to know more about creating a bash menu by selecting, you can visit this tutorial. Go to top command line processing Sometimes we have to enter input values when we run a script from the command line. This task can be done in two ways at the bash. One
way is to use argument variables and another to use the getopts function. Reading command line input data from a terminal using the argument variable is displayed in this section. Create a bash file with the following script to see the value of the number command viargument. This script reads three command-line arguments that are stored in variables, $operand 1, $operand 2, and $operator. To run the
script correctly, the first and third argument values must be a number, and the second argument must be set to any of the four aritmetic operators (+, -, /, x). if the calculation checks the $operator and performs the operation on the basis of the operator and prints the value. cl1.sh #!/bin/bash #Print argument variables echo Argument values are: $1 $2 $3 # Save argument values operand1=$1 operand2=$3
operator=$2 #Check 2. the value of the command argument for performing an aritmetic operation if [[ $operator == '+' ]] then ((result=$operand 1+$operand 2)) elif [[ $operator == '-' ]] then ((result=$operand 1-$operand 2)) elif [[ $operator == 'x' ]] then ((result=$operand 1*$operand 2)) elif [[ $operator == '/' ]] then ((result=$operand 1/$operand 2)) en # print result -e Result is = $result Output: Run script. The
script runs four times for four types of aritmetic operators. For argument values 6 + 3, 6 to 3, 6 x 3 and 6 / 3, the following output appears. Argument values can be transferred with a name-value pair. Create a bash file with the following script that shows how to read the values in the argument by name. The script reads two argument variables. Argument values with a name are printed in the first sentence of
the script. Next, a loop is used to iterate the array containing the values of the command line argument. Each element in the matrix is separated into a key value pair by using the cut command. The next step is to use a case phrase to print a specific message based on a key value. cl2.sh .#!/bin/bash #Print argument variables echo Argument values are: $1 $2 #Read each argument used separately as a
loop for arg $@ #Separate argument and value value $arg | cut -f1 -d=) value=$(echo $arg | cut -f2 -d=) #Print message is based on case $key in name) echo Student name = $value;; echo Resulting character = $value; *) esac done Output: Run the script with the following command-line arguments. $ bash cl2.sh name=Abir Hossain mark=90 The above commands have two command-line arguments.
These are the name=Abir Hossain and mark=90. the name and characters are separated by a script, and after the output is initialized, two values are printed after the printout. Command-line arguments are processed using the getopts function, not processed in this tutorial. If you want to know how to process the command line using getopts, you can visit this tutorial. Go to top arithmetic to do arithmetic
action is a common requirement of any programming language. Bash performs the aritmetic function differently than another standard programming language. There are several ways to conduct aritmetic operations at the bash. One of the simple ways to perform an arithmetic function appears in this section. Create a bash file with the following script. This script has four aritmetic action types. Simple
summary and division operations are displayed using the duplicate first brackets at the beginning of the script. The action before the insertion is displayed. Finally, the way to use the shorthand operator appears in the last part of the script. arith.sh #!/bin/bash # Calculate total result=$((50+25)) # Print total value all amount = $result # Calculate share result=$((50/25)) # Print share value echo = $result # Set
value for N N=10 # Printing a pre-insert ((--N)) # Print N-echo value Value after decrement = $N # Using keyboard shortcut operator (( N+= 10 )) # Print N-echo value Value after insertion 10 = $N Output: Run script. The following printout appears after you run the script. All aritmetic actions are performed using double brackets in this script above. But you can use the let, expr and bc command to perform an
aritmetic operation at the bash. If you want to know more about these commands to perform bash aritmetic functions, you can visit this tutorial. Go to the Top String Processing folder Many types of tasks can be performed with string information in the bash. Some are a concatening string, string comparison, string sharing, string change, etc. There are no built-in string functions, such as other standard
languages, to perform string operations. Some common string manipulations are discussed in this section of this tutorial. Concatenation string Adding two or more strings together is called string concatenation. The string was joined together at the bash by placing one after the other. Create a bash file with the following script to display the use of string concatenation. Two string variables and printed after
the variables are merged. This $string 1 and $string 2 content is merged and printed. concat.sh #!/bin/bash #Initialize first variable string1=I like #Initialize string2=Bash Programming #Print after combining both strings with echo $string $1$string2 Output: Run script. The following printout appears after you run the script. You can know more about chaining a string from this tutorial. Go to top comparing String
Bash to use different types of operators to compare string data. Create a bash file with the following script that shows how to compare two string data. The string value is used as a script input that is compared to another string. If the value matches, a message will be printed you like Python, otherwise you will print You like PERL. compare.sh #!/bin/bash echo Write any string value read text #Check input
data matches Python if [ $text == Python ]; Then the echo you like Python. other echo Keep PERL fi Output: Run the script. The following output appears after you run the script with the input value PERL. You can know more about string comparison from this tutorial. String Bash sharing does not have a built-in splitfunt to share string information. There are several ways to share string information in a bash
based on different types of delimiters. Create a bash file with the following script that shows how to share string information to the bash. The string value is used as input. This script distributes $text based on status. This uses the IFS variable to determine the separator. The Number command is used here to divide a text value and store values in an array. the loop is used to iterate the matrix and print the
value of each element. split.sh #!/bin/bash #Input string value speaker Write string value read text # Set separator IFS=' #Split $text to space number -arr &lt;&lt;&lt; $text # Print each value in the matrix at ${arr[@]}; do printf $value printout: Run the script. The following printout appears after you take the input Learn Bash programming. This input value is three-word text. So the string is divided into three
parts. You can know more about string comparison from this tutorial. Changing the string case Most scripting languages have built-in functions that change the case of string data. But the case of string data can be changed in the bash by using the tr command or by using the keywords :upper and :lower. Create a bash file with the following script so that you know ways to change the case at the bash. Here,
the first string data is converted to uppercase ^^ and the second string is converted to lowercase by using the tr command. The tr command searches all uppercase letters in the string and converts characters to lowercase letters. case.sh #!/bin/bash #Initialize first string text1='test@example.com' #Print value $text 1 by converting all characters to uppercase echo #Initialize string data text2='Bash
Programming Basics' #Print value $text 2 by converting all uppercase letters to lowercase $text 2 | tr [:upper:] [:lower:] Output: Run script. The following printout appears after you run the script. You can know more about string comparison from this tutorial. Go to the superread string data through the loop String data serves as a character set for any programming language. This section shows how to use a
for loop to read string information in a bash. Create a basic file with the following script so that you can use the loop in each section of the string value to read it. readstr.sh #!/bin/bas # Read each word in the text using a loop as Bash Programming for the Beginners do echo $value done Output: Run the script. The following printout appears after you run the script. You can learn more about iteration of string
data using the loop in this tutorial. Go to the top of the script recovery codes and grab another script One bash script can grab return codes from another script by calling the script and using the $? For example, for first.sh, a bash file named file returns the code after it is executed. Create another bash file named second.sh and add the following script to catch the return value and some other tasks. The
code for both files is given below. first.sh is called from the second.sh script. first.sh an exit code based on the input value. second.sh get the code $? and compare to 1. If both values are equal, the input number is greater than 100, otherwise printed: The input number is less than or equal to 100. first.sh #!/bin/bash echo Enter a numeric value read n # Check that the input value is no more than 100 or not if
[[ $n -le 100 ]] and then exit 0 others exit 1 gb second.sh #! /bin/bash #Execute file, first.sh bash first.sh #Check return code is 1 or not if [ $? -eq 1 ] and echo Input number is greater than 100 other echo The input number is less than or equal to 100 en Output: Run script. The following printout appears when 55 and 110 run the script two times. Move to the top number and write to files Reading and writing
files are common requirements for bash programming. Bash doesn't have any built-in functionality, such as reading or writing a file in another language. There are several ways to read a file at the bash. The most common way to read or write a file at a bash is to use the cat command. But this command is used to read the entire contents of a file at a time. You can also use any loop and reading command
to read any line in a document line. You can use the redirection operator &gt; to enter information in any file at the bash. To add data to any file, you must use the &gt;&gt; operator. read-and-write file actions appear in the next section of this section. Reading a file at the bash Create a bash file with the following script so that you can read an existing file called 'hardware.txt'. The contents of this file are
provided In a script, the entire contents of the file are first read in the cat command, while the loop is used to read the file line by line. Hardware.txt Monitor Keyboard Mouse Scanner Printer readfile.sh #!/bin/bash echo Reading file using cat command # Read the contents of the file using the 'cat' command content='cat hardware.txt' echo $content echo File line line by loop # Specify filename
filename='hardware.txt' # Each line of the file is read according to each loop iteration in the reading line; do # Print row echo $line&lt;$filename Printouts: Run the following commands. $cat hardware.txt $bash readfile.sh Here the first command prints the contents of a file, hardware.txt without a bash script, and the second command runs a readfile.sh script and prints the contents of the file twice using the
'cat' command and the 'read' command during the loop. You can visit this tutorial for more information about #Read writefile.sh a file reading line by line. #Add enter data into the file for the first time with an echo of $str 1 &gt; test.txt echo Write another text #Read another string data read str2 #Add input data at the end of the echo $str 2 &gt;&gt; test.txt #Show .txt Cat Test Output: Run the script in its
entirety. The following printout appears after you run the script. Redirecting to the Top Tube Button guides the output of any command to another command feed. It can be used between different types of bash commands to create a specific output. The standard input is connected to linux's standard output one tube at a time. You must set the command in order with the pipe ( | ) symbol to get the desired
output. Two or more commands can be executed in one command by using a pipe. You must run multiple commands on multiple lines without a pipe to do the same task. So, using a tube is very useful for performing many types of tasks in a short format. Syntax: Here the output of command1 is passed as input for command2. The same type of task is done with and without a tube in the next part of this
section. For example, for example, you .txt provide the following information. Marks.txt Asraf CSE-409 79 Kabir CSE-304 95 Keya CSE-101 67 Asraf CSE-304 88 Keya CSE-409 90 Asraf CSE-101 92 You must sort out the file details and find out and print all entry under the student name Keya. To do this, run multiple commands without using the pipe shown in the next section. The following commands
must be made to obtain the desired output. The first command sorts the file. The second command searches for 'Keya' in the entry using the 'grep' command and saves the output to .txt the file. The third command uses the toilet command to calculate the total .txt temporary file. Sorting .txt $grep 'Keya' &gt; temp.txt $temp-l temp.txt Output: The file contains two student entries, 'Keya'. So, when you are
running the commands above, the next printout will appear. You can easily combine the three commands above and get the same output by using a single command with the tube that appears in the following command. You do not need a temporary file to get the printout. Here, the output of the sort command is passed as a feed for the grep command, and the output of the grep command is passed as
input for the toilet command. $ sort .txt | grep 'Keya' | wc -l Output: Afttr running above command you will receive the following output as the previous command output. The output of the command is 2. Go to top conclusion: The most useful and necessary topics bash scripting language will try to cover in this tutorial. Hopefully, the reader will benefit after reading this tutorial and be able to write the bash
script more efficiently. Effectively.
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